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Argumentative Essay On Technology.
Advantages and disadvantages of Technology essay in 250 words :- 

Technology has proofed to be a double edged sword to humanity , It has bought revolutionary 
changes in the way we live  and at the same time has also endangered the entire existence of 
our’s .

Technology has a number of advantages , from morning to night , most of the things we use are 
result of Technology . The electricity coming in our homes and all the appliances that run on it , 
the internet that we use everyday to the social media , from news paper to bullet trains , from 
international space station to the ketchup on your burger , the revolutionary changes in 
educational, medical and scientific fields , all just because of Technology .

Access to knowledge and information had never been this easier. The society we live in today , 
where everyone is equal by law , there is rule and order , everyone has access to information 
and above all , most of the humanity is independent  , all these happened when Technological 
advancements took place in print and mass communication Technology and people could 
organise themselves in much bigger groups.

Technology has also harmed human civilization in many ways , diseases caused by pollution , 
accidents caused by vehicles , killings by guns and wars , kills millions of humans every year . 
Water , air and sound Pollution results in death of many birds and aquatic animals , some even 
got extinct because of it . Constant cases of data breaches , hackings , cyber bullying , fake 
news have also shown the dangers of modern technology.

Technology has made people dependent on it , Internet has become the new oxygen and 
electricity the new food , which is not good .


